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  When you see an activation point, aim and listen.

   When you want to start an animation: push the button,  

aim at the activation point and listen. 

1 When the green light is on you can enter the ‘time machine’.

2 Push the button and sit down.

3  Start at a house where it’s quiet. (Please give priority to school groups)
Look for Henk, Nelly, Jan or Eva in this booklet and find out their story.

1

1, 2, 3, 
Let’s start
Walk to the Dutch Resistance museum Junior

3

2
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name:  Henk
age:  8 years old  at the start  

of the war

lives in:  Haarlem
brothers:   Theo and  

Louis
sisters:   Marietje  

and Jetje
best friend:  Sallie
sport:  Hockey

1  Introduction:  
watch the movie

Henk wants to collect everything  

to do with the 1
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2 3

4

5

6

2 Open the drawer on the left 
Sallie’s family are forced to move to

  

because they are

3 Open the drawer on the right
Sallie and his sister can stay at Henk’s  

house but not for long because it’s too

6 Open the cupboard 
Henk’s brothers made this hiding place. They 

don’t  want to go to

to work for the Nazis.

(They are not discovered!)

4 Open the window 
Then listen to Henk’s story 
and look at his collection
The Germans are trying to shoot down the

                         planes.

5 Henk’s collection
Which item(s) would you like to have?
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8

8  The radio
A lot of people illegally listen 

to Radio

To stop the German inter

ference on the radio Henk’s 

brothers made a

The Germans order everyone to

                              their houses.

9  The little stove
Henk and his family are eating

                      bulbs

                      beets

Soup made with

7  German soldier  
at the door

Henk calls him a good German.

Do you agree?         Yes    No

7

9
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(Open de doors left to the drawers: 

listen and look at the poster)

11   Kitchen. Look in the drawers
What do you need besides money to buy food?

10   The wall 
To stop the British soldiers the Germans  

build a strong wall.

Henk calls it the                                      wall.

12    The breadbox
Henk feels sick after eating a big plate full  

of food because:

 the food tasted terrible

  his stomach is not used to that much  

food anymore

10

11

12

13   What do you think the worst thing is that Henk has experienced?

 His friend Sallie had to move.

 His older brothers had to go into hiding 

 There was not enough food at home. 

This last 
part you 
watch at 
the end.
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name:  Eva
age:   almost 11  at the start of 

the war

born in:  Austria
brother:  Heinz
loves to:   play outside, 

play with 
marbles, 
Monopoly, cycle, 
go sailing

1

1  Introduction:  
watch the movie

Eva’s parents wanted to go to a  

safe country, so now they live in
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3

2

4 The Star of David 

Eva…   is proud 

   feels humiliated

I understand Eva’s response to the star

            Yes           No

5  Go into hiding?
At the end of the conversation father decides  

that they go into hiding.

  will not go into hiding

Do you agree?  Yes No

2  My brother.  
Look at the wall

Heinz has a lot of hobbies. 

What do you like best? 

3 We are allowed less and less
Everywhere Eva goes she sees those stupid 

signs that say:

4

5
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6  This door leads to Eva  
and Mutti’s hiding place

Eva and  Mutti live with Mrs. Klompé 

for almost                   years. 

7  Boring!  
Look at the ceiling 

Eva has been in hiding for 

such a long time. It’s driving 

her

8  Open the four small doors  
and listen

Sometimes Eva and Mutti take the train to visit 

Vati and Heinz. Would you have done the same?

       Yes               No               I don't know

Explain:

6

7

8
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9 The bathroom
Stay in the bathroom until you hear something.

The German soldiers are looking everywhere for Jews. 

Where do Eva and Mutti hide during a raid?

10  Westerbork 
Eva, Vati, Mutti, and Heinz  

are betrayed and taken to  

a camp called Westerbork. 

This is a: 

 Transit camp

 Labour camp

 Death camp

After this they are taken to  

a German camp in Poland  

called Auschwitz. 

Next door: slide gently  
to the left

11   How do you feel about Eva’s story?
 scared disbelief sad anger

 other:

'Betrayed': slide the  
door gently to the right.

11
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1  Introduction:  
watch the movie

Jan’s father says in church that we have 

to                                      the Germans. 

name:  Jan
age:   7 years old  at the start  

of the war

lives in:  Heemse  (at the  
German border)

sister:  Janke
best friend: Graats
hobbies:   building huts 

in the forest, 
playing with 
Graats 

favorite animal:  rabbit

1
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3  Sergeant Leone 
Open the door under 
the pulpit. 

Leone is an

 pilot.

Jan takes                         to him.

2 Look at the story on the pulpit

Father says it’s        okay  

           not okay

   to lie to save people. 

Do you agree with father?  Yes 

     No 

4  Gutsy Daan.  
Open the rabbit hutch

Daan was killed by the Germans.

After this has happened Jan says:   

I                                 the war!  4

3

2
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6 Sit down at the table, look and listen to various things
Jan’s family are                                        more and more people in their house, 

that’s why his friends aren’t allowed to come over anymore.

7 Maarten, father and mother
Do you understand that Maarten is angry?            Yes               No

5 Secret news

They often listen to Radio                         in secret.

The coded message: The                                     has 

flown means that Sergeant Leone made it to
5

6

7

8

Inside Jan’s house

8   The resistance calls father Frits the
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11  Nobody can know who I am
The policeman has a message. He is saying  

that father has been

(See the letter in the suitcase on the bike!)

In his hiding place Jan reads lots of books 

about 

9

9 The Germans search for Father 
Someone on the phone warns father: 

Hide, Reverend Slomp!  

Just in time father hid himself in the 

church 

10  Father arrested!
Mother is afraid the Germans 

might                              father.

The letter on the nightstand is written by            Mother          Father

InTo HIdInG  
Behind this door 
is an animation. 
This part you 
watch at the end.

10
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name:  nelly
age:   14 years old
  at the start  

of the war

lives in:   Zeeland, 
netherlands

brothers:  Han and Izak
sister:  Maatje
favourite 
      sport:   high jump

1  Introduction:  
watch the movie

Nelly is a Dutch girl 

  German girl

The Germans have taken control 

over the Netherlands. 

Nelly thinks that is  terrible

   great

1
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3  This is the book of  
Nelly’s Youth Storm group.  
Scroll slowly and listen

Nelly goes there                                 a week.

They often play sports, Nelly is very good at

They also celebrate                                     birthday.

Nelly is allowed to go on a course to be made Youth Storm leader.

See finds it             boring                 much fun  

2  Look at the items on display in the 
glass cupboard on the wall

Everything belonged to Nelly!

This bird is the symbol of the Youth Storm 

Troops, the youth organization of the NSB  

(the Dutch Nazi Party): 

Inside Nelly’s house

3

2

4
4  Look at the picture of  

Nelly’s father and listen
Nelly’s dad sells the Nazi party’s weekly 

newspaper on the street. 

What do most people think of that 

newspaper? they like it

  they hate it
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6 7

7 Look in the right drawer
Date father's NSB membership:

6  Look at the  
dresser and  
listen to the story

Papa becomes the

of our village. Papa thinks that 

Adolf Hitler is a

Papa doesn’t want

races in his village.

5

5  Open the little box  
on the piano

One day one of Nelly’s friends says:  

you’re 

How does Nelly respond to this?

 She doesn’t care 

 She is crying in bed at night

Do you understand her reaction? 

 Yes      No   

-  - 
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8 Play the propaganda game
The Nazis propaganda is used to

the Dutch that they are right.

Name three propaganda lines that show what  

the Nazis are trying to prove to everyone.

1

2

3

9  Holland is almost liberated! 

The British and American armies keep on getting closer.

Nelly, her mother and siblings flee to 

Papa stays behind to help other

When the war is finally over, Nelly and her parents are arrested.

Does Nelly understand why this happens?           Yes             No

Do you?           Yes             No

Because:

8

This last part 
you watch at 
the end.



Stories of children from 

all around the world

The school
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More to 
watch

Each house has five other 

stories behind little doors.



Finding ration coupons…

Maybe you are the fastest! 
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Go to the liberation part of the exhibition and 

see what happened to Eva, Jan, Nelly and Henk.

Liberation

Hunger winter
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Henk: The Canadians drive into Haarlem with their tanks!

nelly: The judge says that I behaved correctly.

Jan: Father hugs me like he never wants to let me go again.

Eva: Vati and Heinz did not survive.

Liberation!

Look at ...

Henk
Open the doors and listen.

The object I like best: 
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nelly
Open de drawers and listen.

Nelly should show she regrets 

what happened.

Do you agree?          Yes             No

Jan
Open the small doors 

and listen.

‘Aunt Riek’ began the 

organisation to help 

people who needed a

Eva 
Open the doors and listen.

This painting shows

(He painted his dark hair blond)

Look to the right of Eva’s display case for more stories.

Go to the next 
room to meet  
Eva, Jan, Nelly  
and Henk again



www.verzetsmuseum.org
Plantage Kerklaan 61 (across the road from Artis Zoo), Amsterdam


